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SUBJECT: MATERIAL CATEGORIZATION AND FUTURE FUEL CYCLE FACILITY
SECURITY-RELATED RULEMAKING

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this Commission Paper is to seek early Commission direction on staffs
consideration of a risk-informed and graded material attractiveness approach to the
categorization of special nuclear material (SNM), to be incorporated in upcoming fuel cycle
security-related rulemaking.

SUMMARY:

The staff is revising a number of security-related regulations, including the portions of Title 10 of
the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 73, "Physical Protection of Plants and
Materials," pertaining to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-licensed fuel cycle
facilities, in large part to address the security measures put in place by NRC orders. The last
major revision to 10 CFR Part 73 regulations relating to physical protection of SNM occurred in
1979. Since this revision, there have been patchwork rulemakings to address the basic
regulatory needs of the nation's commercial fuel cycle. However, there remains a need to make
the regulations less complicated and more transparent. In the current regulatory framework, the
required level of physical protection.depends-onitheifacility-type and the type and quantity of
SNM at the facility. This framework is based on the material categorization scheme, which
places uranium and plutonium into one of three risk categories (Category I, II, or Ill)
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depending on the quantity and isotopic composition. The Categories are based primarily on
concerns with the ability of an adversary to create an improvised nuclear devise (IND), even
though an adversary could use some material forms more readily than others. The staff and
industry expect to encounter difficulty in applying the current regulatory framework to future
commercial fuel cycle activities, including the use of mixed oxide (MOX) fuel (of foreign or
domestic origin) in United States commercial reactors, and the potential for reprocessing within
the United States.

Indications from recent discussions with industry, as evidenced in Enclosure 1, a letter from the
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) to the Director of the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident
Response (NSIR), are that licensees see value in the revision of the current categorization
scheme, particularly regarding future activities.

Accordingly, the staff recommends revising the current categorization scheme, using a material
attractiveness approach, which considers more than just the type and quantity of SNM in the
application of physical protection measures. This approach would better define physical
protection requirements for SNM based on the attractiveness of the material for its use in an
IND. This would also create a more risk-informed structure and would not impact the current
physical protection requirements that are based on radiological sabotage. Consideration of
material attractiveness during the pending update to fuel cycle security requirements would
enable the "right-sizing" of security regulations that are specific to quantities of various forms of
SNM, and would restore regulatory predictability and clarity, with minimal additional effort by the
staff and licensees. In addition, this approach would aid in laying the groundwork for
enhancements to material control and accounting (MC&A) requirements for new fuel cycle
facilities as future regulatory revisions are considered.

Staff is only proposing two options: retaining the current material categorization approach, or
implementing a more graded approach that considers material attractiveness as part of a future
rulemaking. The staff was not able to identify other options, because the only other alternative
would be to treat all SNM equally. Such an approach is neither realistic nor risk-informed.
Additionally, the staff is aware of current international efforts to develop a more graded material
categorization for use at facilities around the world.

BACKGROUND:

The basis for existing fuel cycle facility security-related regulations in 10 CFR Part 73 is the
NRC's material categorization scheme for SNM, which is nearly 30 years old. This
categorization scheme places uranium and plutonium into one of three risk categories (Category
1, 11, or Ill) depending solely on quantity and isotopic composition. The regulations in 10 CFR
Part 73 then identify requirements for physical protection of that SNM depending on the
Category. The categories are based on the primary concern with SNM - the ability of an
adversary to create an IND. Therefore, the NRC's current categorization scheme is based on
the staffs 30-year-old understanding of those risks.
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The two factors used in the current categorization scheme to determine the importance of SNM
for making an IND, namely type and quantity of material, are consjqered by the staff to be
insufficient to provide an appropriately-graded protection strategy.LThe consideration of the
form of the SNM (e.g., whether it exists as a pure oxide, is contained in a solution, or is one of
several materials in a solid form) and the weight percent of the SNM in the compound being
considered, is critical to determining an adversary's ability to acquire and use the material in an
IND,]The form and concentration of the material in the overall categorization scheme has been
studied and successfully implemented for over 20 years by the Nation's nuclear weapons
complex and laboratories run by the United States Department of Energy (DOE). While the
two-factor approach has an ease of use for NRC-licensed facilities, there are many situations in
which it is overly conservative for the material being protected and has resulted in the need for
exemptions from the regulations and special license conditions.

Inconsistent implementation of security measures as a result of numerous specific exemptions
may have reduced the effectiveness of the regulations. However, each exemption was issued
based upon a basis that the material to be protected did not need all the existing requirements
because the current regulations do not consider the form of the material in imposing security
measures. Some of the material forms represent less risk than others, even though the
materials may fall into the same category. For example, more than 5 kilograms of high-enriched
uranium (HEU) in metal form presents a greater risk than more than 5 kilograms of HEU
dispersed in a gondola railcar filled with SNM-contaminated soil. The existing regulations make
no distinction based on form. The exemption process entails expenditure of resources: by
licensees in recognizing the limitations of the two-factor requirements for protection of material
and developing justification for exemptions to requirements; and by staff in analyzing such
requests in light of current regulations. Currently, such exemptions are manageable. However,
given the variety of potential future facilities, as indicated in Enclosure 1 and background
information in Enclosures 2 through 9, the corresponding number of future exemptions could be
extensive, exceeding the staffs capabilities to manage them. The NRC's ability to regulate
openly and transparently is also impacted by the exemption process, particularly in the security
arena. Often, exemption or license condition decisions involve sensitive or classified
information, which cannot be made public.

In addition to the reduction of regulatory predictability, the current material-based approach,
adjusted for some types of facilities, reduces the staff's ability to consistently risk-inform security
requirements. Since the current categorization scheme does not consider the differing risks
based on the physical and chemical forms of the SNM, the staff cannot use the categorization
scheme alone to make risk-informed decisions with regard to security requirements for some
forms of material. Frequently, the simple nature of the current material categorization scheme
causes licensees to request exemptions to provide protection commensurate with the security
risk of the material. Whereas the current security levels are sufficiently conservative for all
forms of SNM, a more risk-informed, graded categorization scheme that includes material
attractiveness would allow the staff to more specifically identify the risks associated with each
form of SNM, and thereby reduce related exemption requests and unnecessary burdens on the
staff and licensees.
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Many of the security regulations in 10 CFR Part 73 were created to address two primary
security risks: 1) sabotage of an operating nuclear reactor, and 2) use of nuclear material in an
IND. The current categgrization scheme, which underpins parts of 10 CFR Part 73, provides a
material-based approach to specifying security requirements to address the risks of the SNM
being used in creating an IND. However, other provisions in 10 CFR Part 73 focus on facilities
rather than material. For example, Section 73.55 specifies security requirements for power
reactors, Section 73.60 fists security requirements for research and test reactors (RTRs), and
Section 73.51 lists requirements for stored spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste.
These facility-based regulations were created in part to address the unique risks associated with
each facility (e.g., power reactors) and in part to address the IND-related risks that are not
adequately captured by the current categorization scheme (e.g., RTRs with HEU fuel).

Adjusting the protection requirements for some types of facilities has proven to be necessary,
given the very simple nature of the current categorization scheme. They have also been
required to support radiological risks that had not been adequately addressed. However, as the
NRC begins to consider licensing new types of facilities, this approach may produce a lack of
regulatory transparency and consistency. For example, the industry could be uncertain whether
the Commission will follow the current categorization scheme, which would require Category I
physical protection for the majority of a reprocessing facility, or simply create a new
reprocessing facility-related requirements section of 10 CFR Part 73. Regulatory transparency
and consistency are critical to prospective licensees as they develop the processes and design
the facilities. For example, if a reprocessing facility were designed based on current security
requirements, the applicant would construct as small a facility as possible to minimize the
security costs. However, if a categorization approach were implemented that considered the
attractiveness of the SNM, the applicant could consider design options that would allow for a
much larger facility footprint (diluting material streams, weighing the capital construction costs
against the capital and recurring security costs) to produce a more economic design. This lack
of predictability could result in security system retrofits, rather than a more efficient "security-by-
design" approach. The current safeguards requirements-result in undue regulatory burden and
unintended consequences for the forms of SNM involved.

In SECY-08-0059, "Rulemaking Plan: Part 74 - Material Control and Accounting of Special
Nuclear Material (ML080580307) and Commission Memorandum, dated September 15, 2008:
Attractiveness Approach to Categorization of Special Nuclear Material (ML082110204)," the
staff first recommended to the Commission the inclusion of attractiveness in NRC's material
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categorization scheme. In SRM SECY-08-0059, the Commission directed the staff to provide a
Commission Paper on material categorization, "[a]fter DOE has gained some operational
experience [with its revised categorization table]."' The staff has met with DOE about their
material categorization process and the changes that DOE intends to make to their current
scheme. The staff determined that the changes DOE intends to make are relatively minor, with
substantial consideration for operational impacts that will result in a slightly more complex table,
in comparison to the wholesale changes DOE made to categorization in the early 1980s.
Rather than adopt the DOE approach, the staff is proposing a categorization framework that
specifically addresses the types of nuclear material possessed by NRC licensees, both current
and future.

Additionally, SRM SECY-08-0059 stated, in part, that "If staff proposes... to recommend that the
NRC adopt a new categorization table, the justification will need to be clearly focused on
improving the regulation of MC&A activities at licensed commercial facilities." The staffs
assessment is that similarly to physical protection, consideration of material attractiveness in the
categorization scheme "right-sizes" MC&A by providing a technical foundation for future
regulatory enhancements. This paper addresses how the staffs proposed categorization tables
will primarily affect the requirements 10 CFR Part 73. Adopting a new categorization table will
affect more than just 10 CFR Part 73 and there are potential implications in other areas such as
10 CFR Part 70, 110, etc. While not addressed in depth in this paper, the staff is planning to
consider these during the rulemaking process.

DISCUSSION:

The NRC's current categorization approach does not distinguish between forms of a given
quantity and isotopic composition of SNM, even though an adversary could use some material
forms more readily than others. For example, an adversary may be able to use uranium-235
metal directly in the assembly of an IND, whereas uranium-235 in solution must undergo
significant processing before it is useful. A more complete and correct assessment of the value,
or attractiveness, such material holds for an adversary involves consideration of the form (e.g.,
liquid, solid, oxide) of the material, whether the SNM is easily separable from other material
(e.g., plutonium in spent fuel), and other factors. Consideration of attractiveness will also
address persistent concerns voiced by other United States Government agencies and
non-governmental organizations that similar forms of SNM are being afforded different security
measures depending on which agency regulates the material.

In consideration of the above, early Commission direction is requested with regard to the
revision of the material categorization approach. The upcoming scheduled fuel cycle security
rulemaking provides an opportunity to initiate the process to refine the underpinning

1 This Commission Paper provides a partial response to Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM)

SECY-08-0059, dated February 5, 2009 (ML090360473), which provided direction originating from
SECY-08-0059, dated April 25, 2008, Rulemaking Plan: Part 74 - Material Control and Accounting of
Special Nuclear Material (ML080580307) and Commission Memorandum, dated September 15, 2008:
Attractiveness Approach to Categorization of Special Nuclear Material (ML082110204).
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assumptions of the importance of the materials being protected. The staff believes that revision
of the current categorization approach to account for material attractiveness is a solid first step
to undertake in the fuel cycle security rulemaking process. The staff envisions this occurring as
part of an enhanced participatory process, with affected stakeholders contributing to the
development of a regulatory basis and the rulemaking process. This outreach has already been
initiated with a number of licensees, and indications from these discussions, as evidenced in
Enclosure 1, are that licensees see value added in the revision of the current categorization
scheme, particularly regarding future activities.

This paper details, primarily in Enclosures 2-9, the potential impacts that revision of the
categorization approach will have on a number of types of materials used or stored at
NRC-licensed facilities. For many types of licensees, these impacts are beneficial. In addition
to providing regulatory clarity, this effort should minimize existing facilities' exemption requests
for reduction of physical protection requirements due to material attractiveness. For future
licensing actions, this provides applicants with an opportunity to build appropriate physical
protection during the design of the facility. For other types of licensees, these impacts are
neutral. ( From staff's current understanding and experience, as described in Enclosures 2-9,
applying attractiveness to SNM categorization does not appear to have unintended
consequences to the physical protection of SNM.

The staff has developed the revised categorization tables, one for Uranium-235 and one for
Plutonium and Uranium-233, which are shown on the following page. These tables are based
on the most current available information, as reflected in Enclosure 10, which is classified.
However, further work is required to validate the technical basis of the attractiveness of those
SNM in the tables. For example, the threshold quantities, while having undergone technical
scrutiny, could undergo some revision during rulemaking based on input from ongoing NRC
studies at DOE laboratories and from stakeholders. Also, although significant analysis has
been considered in developing the number of attractiveness factors identified and their
characteristics, it is possible that these factors could be revised. The staff anticipates input to
this analysis from an ongoing study being conducted under a contract with Los Alamos National
Laboratory, as well as from a variety of stakeholders.

((b)(5)

(bX,) lit should also be noted that while the categorization tables
include thresholds for americium and neptunium, the staff is not requesting a revision to the
definition of SNM. Instead, the staff is identifying these as isotopes that require enhanced
security beyond what exists in 10 CFR. The staff is recommending that licensees storing or -

transporting large quantities of americium or neptunium should protect this material similar to
comparable quantities of HEU.
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(b)(5)

Future Reprocessing

Any potential reprocessing activities, as detailed in Enclosure 2, will likely result in the creation
of large quantities of material not addressed by the current categorization table. While

R S-W-R1194:E-B B*iPA
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technologies to separate americium and neptunium are not currently mature, the staff
understands that potential applicants are actively considering the engineering aspects of such
technologies. The staff recognizes that although licenses covering americium and neptunium
allow licensees to possess greater-than-one-kilogram quantities, no licensees currently hold
such quantities. However, staffs discussions with industry representatives have indicated that
future decisions regarding the initiation of a United States reprocessing effort will depend to a
great extent on the requirements for protection of these materials. A revised material
categorization scheme that addresses americium and neptunium would provide the regulatory
transparency and clarity such that the staff and industry could make risk-informed regulatory
and business decisions.'

The revised material categorization scheme is not expected to affect the current physical
protection requirements for existing commercial uses of americium and neptunium, since these
typically involve less-than-one-kilogram quantities. Protection for the current small quantity
industrial uses of americium and neptunium has been increased since the events of
September 11, 2001, to levels equal to or greater than what would be required for this material
under a revised categorization scheme. Inserting americium and neptunium into a revised
scheme now would allow a security framework to be put in place commensurate with the
protection levels for less-than-one-kilogram quantity uses of americium and neptunium, but
appropriately protects greater-than-one-kilogram quantity uses. Revised material categorization
will also provide a basis for enhancing MC&A requirements if future fuel cycle facilities
accumulate greater-than-one-kilogram quantities of americium or neptunium.

MOX Fuel

Under existing regulations, shipments of MOX fuel would require Category I physical protection
measures. However, unlike shipments of lower Categories of SNM and other radioactive
materials, the domestic commercial transport capability for Category I SNM is not available. All
Category I shipments are currently conducted by DOE's Office of Secure Transport (OST).
Under a revised categorization scheme that considers material attractiveness, MOX fuel would
be categorized at a level lower than Category I, because of its lower attractiveness to an
adversary due to the low weight percentage of the SNM and the tack of portability of the MOX
fuel assembly. Although a more thorough review needs to be completed during rulemaking, the
staff anticipates that MOX fuel could receive a more risk-informed Category II or III rating.
However, it should be noted that this could be subject to roll-up limitations, similar to what exists
in 10 CFR Section 73.24 for shipments of HEU. Currently, the NRC staff schedules Category II
shipments of HEU by licensees to ensure that the total quantity of two, or more shipments in
transit at the same time does not equal or exceed a formula quantityJThe staff notes that initial
discussions with the DOE indicate that the DOE Graded Safeguards Table, which takes material
attractiveness into account, would categorize MOX fuel no higher than Category II, which would
eliminate the requirement for it to be transported by OST.

2 Gap 8 in the enclosure to SECY-09-0082, "Update on Reprocessing Regulatory Framework - Summary
of Gap Analysis," discusses the need to better risk-inform the security regulations as well as the issues on
separation technologies.
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The Commission, in SRM SECY-08-0099, "Final Rule - Power Reactor Security Requirements,"
dated December 17, 2008, (ML08352Q252), directed staff to "...submit a future proposal to the
Commission to remove special requirements for the protection of MOX fuel assemblies if
justified based on our regulatory, technical and operational experience with MOX fuel."
Although the Commission's direction in SRM SECY-08-0099 was focused on the reactor
security requirements in 10 CFR Section 73.55, the physical protection measures applicable to
MOX fuel also apply to additional facilities and activities (i.e., MOX fabrication facilities and
transportation of new and spent MOX fuel). The staff notes that the recent final power reactor
security rule has not been in place long enough to benefit from operational experiences at
NRC-licensed facilities to reach a conclusion on the appropriateness of MOX fuel security
requirements. 3 Accordingly, the staff has examined the broader implications of removing the
"special requirements" from security regulations in 10 CFR Part 73 and applying insights from its
assessment of the advantages and disadvantages that have arisen from other government
agencies' implementation of a graded material attractiveness framework.' The staffs view is that
the graded material attractiveness framework discussed in this paper can serve as a basis for
applying appropriate physical protection measures for MOX fuel in use, storage, or transport.,-

With regard to the MOX fabrication facility, consideration of attractiveness is important because
the material is of different composition and attractiveness depending on its location In the
process and an adversary's intent.LFor example, plutonium 5s attractive to an adversary
planning to steal the material for use off-site. As soon as the feed materials are blended with
natural or depleted uranium, they cease to be Category I due to the isotopic composition of the
MOX compound) Further, a finished MOX assembly will weigh between 500 and 600 kilograms)
so the attractiveness to an adversary for theft from a transport vehicle will be far lower than the
ability to sabotage it in place. A revised categorization approach with further stratification of
categories by attractiveness will objectively account for such variability in material form.

Feedback from stakeholders is needed to gain a better understanding of stakeholder concerns
related to the MOX finished product. Staff will need to engage in dialogue with stakeholders to..
ensure that a comprehensive review is completed. The optimal opportunity for such discussions
is during development of the regulatory basis for upcoming rulemaking on fuel cycle physical
protection.

Fuel at RTRs

A few RTRs, as detailed in Enclosure 4, have certain materials that could fall within Category i
requirements if the incapacitation or "self-protecting" threshold were increased, which is being
discussed in a variety of settings both domestically and internationally. All of the NRC-licensed
RTRs that utilize HEU fuel generally maintain the fuel at radiation activity levels equal to or
above this current threshold, 100 rem per hour at 3 feet, which has been in 10 CFR Part 73
since 1969. The standard was based on an earlier draft health and safety standard regarding
entry control devices for very high radiation areas. At that time, using simplistic covert theft

3 To date, there has only been one campaign of MOX shipments in the United States.
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scenarios, the Atomic Energy Commission concluded that the radiation level at this threshold
would act as an effective deterrent to the theft of radioactive material. However, recent analysis
indicates that adversaries would become incapacitated within minutes after receiving a dose of
5,000 rem to 10,000 rem. ,Given that an adversary would likely be much closer than 3 feet from
the irradiated material, the analysis indicates that it could be reasonable to raise the
incapacitation threshold for highly-irradiated material ten-fold from the current Part 73 regulation,
to 1,000 rem per hour at 3 feet. As mentioned previously, staff is not requesting, at this time,
that the Commission review the existing incapacitation threshold. However, consideration of
material attractiveness in categorization could offset any future threshold increase, by
appropriately risk-informing physical protection requirements for these facilities, and potentially
preventing the necessity for an increase in physical protection for the fuel at these facilities. The
staff is cognizant of the mandate in the Atomic Energy Act to maintain the viability of RTRs to
"permit the conduct of widespread and diverse research and development."

Spent Fuel Storage

Spent Fuel in Pools

After being discharged from a reactor, spent nuclear fuel requires cooling to further reduce the
material's residual decay heat and to shield personnel from exposure to excessive radiation. In
the current categorization table, the highly irradiated nature of the fuel renders it Category Ill.
However, while a revised categorization structure would consider pooled spent fuel of low
attractiveness for use in an IND, the risk of sabotage of this material outweighs the IND risk. In
current practice, the robust features required for the prevention of sabotage of the reactor also
protect the spent fuel pool. LThus, staff assesses that spent fuel pools should continue to be
protected at greater than Category Ill levels, as they are currently, due to the greater
consequences of successful radiological sabotage.,j

Spent Fuel in Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSI)

As detailed in Enclosure 5, ISFSIs generally store spent fuel in casks, moved there after
approximately 5 years of cooling in pools. Some ISFSIs store spent fuel that was discharged
from their reactors many years ago. Over time, the radiation level of these materials has
decreased to below the incapacitation radiation dose threshold of 100 rem per hour at 3 feet.
Additionally, the quantity of plutonium generated in a single fuel assembly can easily exceed the
quantity limit for Category I SNM (2 kilograms of plutonium). For example, a typical pressurized
water reactor spent fuel assembly with a burn-up of 30,000 Megawatt-Days/Metric Ton Uranium
(MWD/MTU) could have a nominal content of 4 kilograms to 5 kilograms of plutonium - well in
excess of the two-kilogram Category ( threshold limit.

Consequently, the NRC's current material categorization structure would require a Category I
level of protection for old (low-dose-rate) spent fuel. In contrast, iSFSIs with spent fuel more
recently discharged from a reactor typically do not face this challenge as the licensee can mix
the old and new spent fuel to ensure that a storage container meets the incapacitation dose limit.
A more risk-based material categorization scheme that includes attractiveness levels would
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allow the staff to appropriately consider the attractiveness-based risks associated with the old
spent fuel and would provide a defensible means to explain and justify the associated levels of
physical protection.

Spent Fuel at Other NRC-Licensed Facilities

Some spent fuels reside in other research facilities, decommissioned facilities, or facilities
undergoing decommissioning, and have been at these facilities for a significant period of time.
For example, (b)(7)(F) acilities have
conducted tests on spent tuel, and subsequently moved the material to on-site underground
storage. Over time, additional security measures have been imposed, many through license
conditions, to account for these activities and to provide reasonable assurance of adequate
protection. These measures were primarily based on the risk of sabotage because of the
difficulty an adversary would have in attempting to steal the material for use in an IND. As with
some of the ISFSIs, these facilities currently store F(b)(7)(F) material, much of
whose radiation, due to its age, has fallen below the incapacitation threshold. A revised
categorization structure would permit consideration of factors other than quantity and radiation
level in determining the attractiveness, and consequent physical protection of this material.[fin
particular, the staff expects that old spent fuel with radiation levels exceeding the incapacitation
threshold will require a Category II or III level of physical protection under the new
categorization scheme.

Low-Level Waste (LLW)

As detailed in Enclosure 6, LLW disposal occurs at commercially-operated disposal facilities
that must be licensed by either the NRC or Agreement States. Disposal may also be authorized
at other facilities approved under 10 CFR Section 20.2002. If a facility is to be licensed only by
an Agreement State, above-ground quantities of SNM to be disposed of must be under certain
quantity thresholds. According to 10 CFR Part 150, if the quantity of SNM above ground
exceeds the threshold quantities, the facility must be licensed by the NRC as well. At some
facilities, the sheer amount of LLW being managed above ground causes such facilities to reach
these thresholds, regardless of the low weight percent of SNM in the waste material. Were it
not for specific exemptions granted by the NRC, the current regulations would require such
facilities to provide up to Category I levels of physical protection due to the current
categorization approach's indifference to the concentration vs. quantity of SNM.

Recognizing that industry can safely and economically manage SNM in low concentrations, the
staff, under 10 CFR Section 70.17(a), has granted several exemptions that allow LLW disposal

4 Consideration of attractiveness in the upcoming fuel cycle rulemaking is not expected to impact the
ISFSI and Monitored Retrievable Storage Installation (MRS) security rulemaking that the staff is currently
developing. Only one level of attractiveness is being considered in the staff's proposed regulatory
structure for spent fuel and high level waste storage facilities. However, the attractiveness concept would
be of great utility in structuring ISFSI and MRS security regulations, if the NRC chooses to raise the
incapacitation threshold at some point in the future.-n ~ WJ B f
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sites to receive, store and process a Category I quantity of SNM, under certain circumstances.
Revision of the categorization approach to include material attractiveness would allow
consistent regulatory consideration of the small concentration of SNM in the waste, and
accordingly, assignment of the appropriate physical protection measures.

Nuclear Power Reactors

The current and proposed NRC categorization tables are based only on the threat of
unauthorized removal of material for use in an IND. Due to the location and lack of portability of
the SNM, and low levels of enrichment at a nuclear power plant, unauthorized removal for use
of the SNM in an IND is a highly unlikely adversary act. Nuclear power reactors are thus
protected in accordance with the NRC's Design Basis Threat for Radiological Sabotage and
other sabotage-related portions of the regulations. tAccordingly, staff does not anticipate that
revising the categorization approach to consider material attractiveness will impact the current,
physical protection being afforded nuclear power reactors.

Category / Facilities

Under the current categorization approach, in most cases, facility operations involving Category
I materials take place in material access areas, which results in significant security costs due to
the extensive physical protection requirements. If a more graded approach were to be
implemented, some operations on current Category I materials could be performed at less
protected facilities on a given site. Some examples of this might include analytical laboratories
and materials/process engineering test facilities. Lsuch a restructuring could lead to significant
resource savings for licensees regarding the physical protection and access controls needed to
secure these materials.

Category Ill Facilities

Most Category Ill facilities utilize low enriched uranium. [It is unlikely that there would be
significant changes in requirements for these facilities if a more graded categorization approach
were adopted.]

RESOURCES:

(b)(5)

These resources will support the addition of a revised material categorization scheme to the
existing planned rulemaking.

$S nasR--F9R fA
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(b)(5)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The staff requests permission from the Commission to pursue a revised categorization scheme
for SNM, which includes a material attractiveness approach, as part of the rulemaking to update
SNM and fuel cycle facility security-related regulations. As stated in this paper, staff believes
that it is important to capitalize on the ability to develop risk-informed, forward-looking graded
security regulations that take into account the current understanding of adversary capabilities
and that will govern the protection of materials at NRC licensees for decades to come. Further,
correlating security measures with material and its attractiveness would enhance the
consistency and clarity of the regulations, and thereby significantly reduce the number of
security exemptions and license conditions necessary. The revised requirements would also
increase regulatory efficiency by reducing unnecessary burdens on the licensees associated
with revising security plans and procedures to reflect the new categorization scheme.

The staff does not expect that licensees will have to make major facility changes to comply with
the new categorization scheme. To the contrary, the staff expects that many licensees will see

existing security levels validated with respect to IND risks under the new categorization scheme.
Some licensees may also have the opportunity to re-evaluate security measures for less
attractive material under the new scheme and, pending Commission approval, be able to "right-
size" their security measures for that material,
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COORDINATION:

This paper has been coordinated with the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards, and Federal and State Materials and Environmental
Management Programs. The Office of the Chief Financial Officer has reviewed this paper for
resource implications and has no objections. The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed
this paper and has no legal objection.

IRA Martin J. Virgilio for/

R. W. Borchardt

Executive Director
for Operations

Enclosures:
1. Letter, F. Killar (NEI) to R. Zimmerman,

"Updating the MC&A and security requirements
for mixed oxide fuel," dated August 7, 2009

2. Reprocessing Facility
3. MOX
4. Research and Test Reactors
5. Spent Fuel Facilities
6. Low-level Waste Facilities
7. Nuclear Power Reactors
8. Category I Facilities
9. Category III Facilities
10. Technical details of DOE Graded Safeguards

Review, as applied to NRC licensees (Item is
Secret Restricted Data please contact Marshall
Kohen (301) 415-5436 or Alan Frazier (301) 415-6853)
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COORDINATION:

This paper has been coordinated with the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, and Federal and State Materials and Environmental Management
Programs. The Office of the Chief Financial Officer has reviewed this paper for resource
implications and has no objections. The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed this paper
and has no legal objection.

IRA Martin J. Virgilio for/

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director
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Felix K. Killar, Jr.

SENIOR DIRECTOR

FUEL SUPPLY/MATERIAL LICENSEES

NUCLEAR GENERATION DIVISION

August 7, 2009

Mr. Roy P. Zimmerman
Director
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject: Updating the MC&A and security requirements for mixed oxide fuel

Project Number: 689

Dear Mr. Zimmerman,

The Nuclear Energy Institute (•NEI) 1 is submitting the following information related to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) efforts to update regulations regarding the Material Control &
Accountability (MC&A) and security requirements for fuel-cycle facilities, especially those related to
recycling spent nuclear fuel, fabricating mixed oxide fuel (MOX), and transportation of MOX. Second,
the recently completed gap analysis SECY 09-0082 identifies risk informing Parts 73 and 74 as a
high priority gap (Gap #8). Finally, we would like to provide some thoughts for your. consideration
as you proceed with these activities.

NEI appreciates the NRC's efforts to update these important regulations. A clear regulatory
framework is needed to understand the requirements that a design must meet, which in turn affects
both capital and operating cost estimates which inform the business case that needs to be
understood as part of deployment decisions. To that end, industry would appreciate safeguards and
security regulations regarding recycling facilities and transportation (primarily 10 CFR 73 and 10 CFR
74) to be updated by 2012. This is consistent with previous requests from NEI and letters from
industry vendors to the NRC.

NEI is the organization responsible for establishing unified nuclear industry policy on matters affecting the nuclear energy
industry, including the regulatory aspects of generic operational and technical issues. NEI's members include all utilities
licensed to operate commercial nuclear power plants in the United states, nuclear plant designers, major
architect/engineering firms, fuel fabrication facilities, materials licensees, and other organizations and individuals involved in
the nuclear energy industry.

1776 [Street, NW Suite 400 : Washington, DC 1 20006-3708 : P: 202.739.8126 F: 202.533.0157 fmk@nei.org ' www.nei.org



Mr. Roy P. Zimmerman
August 7, 2009
Page 2

The timing is important, as the industry is moving forward with plans for the use of MOX fuel. The

completion and operation of a recycling center may be years away, but the transportation and use
of MOX fuel assemblies is planned to occur in the 2013-2014 time period. This is in support of
demonstrating the technical, regulatory and economics of nuclear fuel recycling in the United States,
Therefore, addressing the existing safeguards and security requirements associated with the
transportation of fresh MOX fuel would be beneficial to industry if addressed on a more near-term
timeframe than what is requested for recycling.

The NRC's gap analysis in SECY 09-0082 identifies risk informing Parts 73 and 74 as a high priority
gap (Gap #8) that needs to be addressed and resolved in the technical basis. The staff also
recognized that:

"The current quantity-based categorization scheme in the existing regulations may pose an

undue regulatory burden in operating a reprocessing facility. Risk-informing 10 CFR 73,
'Physical Protection of Plants and Materials,' and 10 CFR 74, 'Material Control and Accounting
of Special Nuclear Material,' is needed to prevent unintended consequences associated with
a quantity-based material categorization scheme for potential materials resulting from a
reprocessing operation."

These gaps are also consistent With-industry reports to the U.S. Depart-ment of Energy (DOE) as part

of the GNEP program. NE generally supports and agrees with the staff assessment.

NEI believes the NRC should consider implementing a categorization scheme that considers
additional factors in determining material attractiveness than currently exist in today's regulations.

NE believes, in the interest of efficiency and to support the potential near-term transportation of
MOX fuel, the concepts of graded safeguards are sufficiently mature to take advantage of current
rulemaking to begin incorporating these concepts now during ongoing rulemaking processes rather

than delay and initiate subsequent rulemaking activity, which would be less efficient.

In SRM-2008-0059, the Commission stated that it "...continues to support not expanding MC&A
requirements to americium and neptunium." In SECY 09-0082, dated May 28, 2009, the staff made

the following comments:

"Additionally, applications that result in separate, pure streams of various transuranics, such

as americium and neptunium, and others, as demonstrated in some uranium extraction (i.e.,

UREX+) reprocessing applications will require further evaluation. Currently, the NRC is
devoting resources primarily toward establishing a regulatory framework for existing
technology that can be used to reprocess and re-fabricate mixed-oxide fuel for recycling in
light-water reactors."



Mr. Roy P. Zimmerman
August 7, 2009
Page 3

NEI requests that the NRC consider regulations which apply a graded safeguards approach to
recycling facilities, fabrication and transport of MOX fuels within the 2012 timeframe. The NRC
should work with the DOE on the "further evaluation" that is required, as described by the staff in
the above quotation, for recycling facilities and transportation regulations that deal with other
transuranic elements such as americium and neptunium. From NEI's perspective, addressing
americium and neptunium is important, but the near-term issue is addressing the overall concept of
material attractiveness in a graded approach to categorizing special nuclear materials.

As the NRC moves forward on these activities, it needs to consider the impact on all aspects of
operations. This would include the waste streams as well as the product streams. The considerations
should include the ability to have collocated but separate facilities which contain limited quantities of
fissile material; i.e. laboratories, test loops, etc., which are distinct from the central processing
facility and therefore be categorized differently and appropriately require a different level of
safeguards and security. There should also be consideration for the wide range of facilities that
would be impacted such as: independent spent fuel storage facility, recycling facilities, fabrication
plant, research and test reactors, as well as production reactors. We understand there is also
consideration for modification in the self-protecting criteria. As this criterion is considered, other
aspects of material attractiveness should also be considered simultaneously as would be appropriate
with many facilities such as research test reactors.

NEI appreciates the opportunity to bring these items to your attention and would be pleased to
discuss them further in a public meeting before the end of September. Please provide a date which
is most convenient to you for this meeting.

Sincerely,

Felix M. Killar, Jr.

c: Mr. Michael F. Weber, Director Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
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Special Nuclear Material (SNM) at a Future Reprocessing Facility

Background
* Studies are underway to consider the feasibility of reprocessing commercial spent

nuclear fuel into new commercial nuclear fuel assemblies to "close the fuel cycle."

I Interest in operating a commercial reprocessing facility has been expressed by industry
in letters of intent and letters of interest. An application for a license may be submitted
as early as 2013.

* Primary benefits include re-use of nuclear material in commercial reactors, extraction of
additional energy from the original material, and reduction of the size of waste streams.

" The Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards is working on a rulemaking effort
to address primarily licensing and safety concerns associated with such a facility.

* A reprocessing facility would likely combine many aspects of independent spent fuel
storage, chemical processing and fuel cycle facilities.

* Security concerns would include SNM theft and diversion, radiological sabotage, and
chemical security. Additionally, the presence of actinides separated during reprocessing
could be a security concern.

-Since reprocessing- or recycling technologies involve processing sizeable quanti•ties of
SNM, any future reprocessing facilities would be considered Category I facilities, under
the current categorization scheme.

SNM in different stages of processing, different chemical states, and different forms of
encapsulation have different levels of attractiveness for malicious use by an adversary.
The current categorization scheme lacks sufficient detail for the staff to accurately gauge
the risks associated with all the different forms of SNM likely to be encountered during
reprocessing.

The industry has expressed concern that a new recycling facility may not be
economically viable if it has to maintain the very robust security posture of existing
Category I facilities.

Additionally, there are many non-proliferation and national security concerns with the
creation of a new recycling facility since, depending on the process design, it has the
potential separate significant quantities of high enriched uranium (HEU), plutonium,
americium, and neptunium. The weapons community has known that americium and
neptunium can be used in a nuclear explosive device for many years. The U.S. Nuclear

Enclosure 2
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Regulatory Commission (NRC) recognized this in 2000 by imposing special reporting
requirements on imports and exports of these two materials.

Potential Benefits of Revised Categorization
* A more risk-based material categorization scheme that includes attractiveness levels

would allow the staff to more appropriately consider the risks associated with the
different forms of SNM likely to be encountered during reprocessing and would provide a
defensible means to explain and justify the required levels of physical protection.

A more risk-based material categorization scheme would also allow the industry to make
risk-informed decisions regarding the design of the recycling process considering
non-proliferation and security, as well as economic concerns. Licensees will have an
incentive to keep material in less attractive forms, thus reducing security risks and
attendant costs.

* In a revised material categorization scheme, the staff anticipates that there will be
several significant new considerations that will affect the characterization of the different
forms of SNM likely to be encountered during reprocessing:

o weight percent of uranium-235, uranium-233, plutonium, americium and
neptunium versus the overall weight of the material;

o degree of separability of the uranium, plutonium, americium and neptunium from
other materials;

o degree of processing or fabrication of the material necessary to complete a
malicious act.

" At the design stage, for example, engineers might avoid the production of separated
plutonium or consider minimizing the overall footprint of the portions of the process
which contain the highest risk material. This would allow security measures, systems
and other resources to be distributed in a more risk-informed manner.

* Significantly, the new categorization scheme calls for the graded protection of byproduct
materials americium and neptuniurplmilar to that for HEU,,4However, this is not
expected to affect the current physical protection requirements for existing commercial
uses of americium and neptunium since these typically involve less than kilogram
quantities.

" Protection for the current small quantity industrial uses of americium and neptunium has
been increased since the events of September 11, 2001, to levels equal to or greater
than what would be required under a new categorization scheme for this material.
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Greater-than-kilogram quantities are only expected to be potentially produced through
reprocessing. operations. Implementing a revised material categorization scheme foa
americium and neptunium now would allow a security framework to be put in place that
retains its relevance to existing protection levels for less-than-one-kilogram quantity uses
of americium and neptunium, but appropriately protects greater-than-one-kilogram
quantity uses.

The NRC's inclusion of these materials irits approach to categorization will ensure
appropriate protection of these materialbrand consistency with the US. Department of
Energy strategyoend will prepare the NRC to deal with future potential increases in
inventory of these materials. The staff believes that this potential shift in policy will not
result in a major immediate adjustment of existing protection, control, and accounting
measures for licensees, as material holdings of americium and neptunium are generally
below thresholds requiring significantly increased measures. Nevertheless, it is
important that the staff begin considering regulations regarding americium and
neptunium in the near term to prepare for future fuel reprocessing, which will generate
much larger quantities of these and other nuclear byproduct materials.



Mixed Oxide Fuel (MOX)

MOX Fuel at Commercial Power Reactors
Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements

" The use of MOX in nuclear power reactors has become commonplace in many
European countries. However, in the United States, only one operating power reactor,
Catawba Nuclear Station, has successfully tested MOX fuel assemblies that were
provided by French fuel manufacturers.

* Domestically, a MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility is currently being constructed at the
Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina. As the commercial nuclear industry
grows and the fuel cycle evolves, other facilities for producing or using MOX fuel may be
considered.

" Within the current categorization scheme, MOX fuel, by virtue of its plutonium content,
contains a Category I quantity of special-nuclear material (SNM). Thus, strict application
of the material categorization scheme and related SNM security regulations would call
for the imposition of the most stringent security requirements, including requirements for
a large, well-armed guard force, and multiple layers of delay and access controls such
as the Protected Areas, Material Access Areas, and vaults.

* During the licensing hearings on the use of MOX fuel at the Catawba Nuclear Station,
some industry and other stakeholders commented that the composition of the SNM in
the fuel, perthe current U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) categorization
table, would be Category I (material containing 2 kilograms of plutonium); thus, Category
I physical protection should apply. Others believed that the physical protection
requirements for nuclear power plants were sufficient. In the end, the staff
recommended and the NRC approved a set of requirements that were greater than
those for power plants, but lesser than those for Category I material.

* The staff then used this set of requirements to comprise the "special requirements for
the protection of MOX fuel" that are now in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR) Section 73.55, "Requirements for Physical Protection of Licensed Activities in
Nuclear Power Reactors Against Radiological Sabotage."

* SRM SECY-08-0099, "Final Rule - Power Reactor Security Requirements," dated
December 17, 2008 (ML083520252), directed staff to "...submit a future proposal to the
Commission to remove special requirements for the protection of MOX fuel assemblies if
justified based on our regulatory, technical and operational experience with MOX fuel."

• The-recent final power reactor security rule has not been in place long enough for staff to
use operational experience at NRC licensee facilities to reach conclusions on the
appropriateness of MOX fuel security requirements.

Enclosure 3
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Potential Impacts

" Although the Commission's direction in SRM SECY-08-0099 was focused on the reactor
security requirements in 10 CFR Section 73.55, the physical protection measures
applicable to MOX fuel also apply to additional facilities and activities (i.e., MOX
fabrication facilities and transportation of new and spent MOX fuel).

" Accordingly, the staff has examined the broader implications of removing the "special
requirements" from the NRC's security regulations in 10 CFR Part 73, applying its
regulatory and technical expertise, and its assessment of the advantages and
disadvantages that have arisen from other government agencies' implementation of a
graded material attractiveness framework.

" .The staff's view is that the graded material attractiveness framework discussed in thi.s
paper can serve as a basis for applying appropriate (i.e., less-restrictive) physical
protection measures for MOX fuel in use, storage or transport.

Under a revised categorization scheme that more specifically considers material
attractiveness, MOX fuel will be categorized at a level i1 wer than Category I. A more
thorough review will be completed during rulemaking-ýi'ut the staff anticipates that MOX
fuel could receive a more risk-appropriate Category II or III ratirw;-

a More feedback from stakeholders is needed to gain a better understanding of
stakeholder concerns related to the MOX finished product. Staff will need to engage in
dialogue with stakeholders to ensure that a comprehensive review is completed; the
optimal opportunity for such discussions is during development of the regulatory basis
for upcoming rulemaking on fuel cycle physical protection.

MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility
Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements

* In the case of a MOX fabrication facility, consideration of attractiveness is important
since the material is of different composition and attractiveness depending on its location
in the process and an adversary's intent.

* For example, the plutoniu 4Ti"6 si attractive to an adversary looking to steal the
material for use off-site.

* As soon as the feed materials enter the process, they cease to be Category I due to the
isotopic composition of the mixed oxide compound.

* Further, a finished MOX assembly will weigh between 500 kilograms and 600 kilograms,
so the attractiveness to an adversary for theft from a transport vehicle will be far lower
than the ability to sabotage it in place.

Do-CIALtSdg3EI- anSIT-Th72R1'JAL O4FQR,,N
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Potential Impacts

* A revised categorization table with further stratification of categories by attractiveness
will objectively account for such variability, in material form.

MOX Fuel Transportation
Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements

* Using the current categorization table, strict application of regulations would also put
shipments of MOX fuel under Category 1 physical protection requirements.

* Unlike shipments of lower Categories of SNM and other radioactive materials, there is
no domestic commercial transport capability for Category I SNM. All Category I
shipments are conducted by the Department of Energy (DOE's) Office of Secure
Transport (OST).

" Staff notes that initial. discussions with the DOE indicate that the DOE Graded
Safeguards Ta~le, which takes material attractiveness into account, would categorize
MOX fuel no higher than Category llwhich would eliminate the requirement for it to be"
transported by OST.

* Commercial shipments of Category I material ceased around 1986. At that time,
companies determined that breaking down shipments into smaller quantities, even with
the resulting increase in the number of shipments in a campaign, was more
cost-effective than managing and maintaining a program for shipping Category I
quantities.

Potential Impacts
* Under a revised categorization scheme that more specifically considers material

attractiveness, MOX fuel will be categorized at a level lower than Category I.

• Although a more thorough review needs to be completed during rulemaking, the staff
anticipates that MOX fuel could receive a more risk-appropriate Category II or III rating.



Special Nuclear Material (SNM) at Research and Test Reactors

Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements
" Most research and test reactors (RTR) in the United States utilize low enriched uranium

(LEU) fuel, typically with SNM quantities assigning the fuel a Category IIl level of
protection.

" Within the current categorization scheme, Category III materiats are considered the
lowest risk for unauthorized removal and construction of an improvised nuclear device
(IND). Thus, for facilities using and storing these materials, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) only requires basic security measures such as detection and
assessment, controlled access, notifications of unauthorized removal of material, and
response by offsite response forces.

" No onsite guard force is required; however, delay mechanisms are inherent in the design
of most RTRs.

* Some RTRs in the.United States utilize high enriched uranium (HEU) fuel. Under the
current categorization scheme, such material in quantities greater than 5 kilograms is
defined as Category I.

" Within the current categorization scheme, Category I materials are considered the
highest risk for unauthorized removal and construction of an IND. Thus, for facilities
using and storing these materials, the-NRC imposes its most stringent security
requirements, including requirements for a large, well-armed guard force, multiple layers
of delay and access controls such as the Protected Areas, Material Access Areas, and
vaults.

" However, current NRC regulations state that fuel with a total external radiation dose rate
in excess of 100 rem per hour at 3 feet provides sufficient deterrence to the theft of the
fuel such that the facility can reduce physical protection below levels otherwise required
for material of the same type and quantily,

" All of the NRC-iicensed RTRs that utilize HEU fuel normally maintain their fuel at activity
levels equal to or above the 100 rem level, often referred to as the incapacitation or
"self-protecting" threshold, and are therefore considered Category 11 facilities for physical
protection purposes.

Potential Impacts
* 'In a revised material categorization scheme, the staff anticipates that there will be two

-significant considerations that will affect the categorization of RTR fuel: 1) consideration
of the weight percent of uranium versus the overall weight of the fuel assembly (which
contains more than just enriched uranium), and 2) a potential change in the

.,incapacitation threshold for highly irradiated material.

Enclosure 4
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* The staff believes that using a revised categorization structure for RTRs in which
material is assigned proportional physical protection requirements is consistent with
Section 104c of the Atomic Energy Act, which states "[t]he Commission is directed to
impose only such minimum amount of regulation of the licensee as the Commission
finds will permit the Commission to fulfill its obligations under this Act to promote the
common defense and security and to protect the public health and safety of the public
and will permit the conduct of widespread and diverse research and development."
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Special Nuclear Material (SNM) at Spent Fuel Facilities

Spent Fuel in Fuel Pools
" Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements

o Spent fuel being cooled in spent fuel pools, because it is highly irradiated, is
considered Category III material.

o However, due to the pools' proximity to the operating reactors, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations that govern the protection of the
spent fuel pools are the same as those for the operating reactor (Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Section 73.55), which provide protection
above a Category III level due to the threat of radiological sabotage to the
reactor.

• Potential Impacts

o Highly irradiated material, regardless of quantity, would be considered
- Attractiveness Level D, placing it in Category Ill, as it is currently.
o However, 10 CFR Section 73.55 regulations are not expected to be affected by.

any new material categorization scheme.
-5 Additionally, the upcoming security-related rulemaking will address possible

.radiological consequences associated with nuclear materials such as spent fuel
S staff believes that this analysis will confirm that new requirements should not
lead to any reduction in protection of spent fuel in pools.

Spent Fuel in Dry Storage at Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSI)
* Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements

o ISFSIs store spent nuclear fuel once it has been discharged from a reactor and
then cooled in a spent fuel pool. Such fuel requires nominally 5 years cooling
time prior to removal from the fuel pool and placement into a dry storage cask.

o Spent fuel in dry storage at such facilities i6 considered only a moderate risk for
unauthorized removal and construction of an improvised nuclear device. This is
primarily because the material, when first moved to dry storage, is still well above
the external radiation dose rate threshold of 100 rem per hour at
3 feet, at which level an adversary attempting to access the material would be
incapacitated.

o Physical protection requirements for spent fuel at ISFSIs are detailed in
10 CFR Section 73.51. These requirements consist primarily of:

a Storage of fuel within an area surrounded by physical barriers, to which
access is controlled and to which entry is checked for explosives;

0 An onsite protective force;
* Detection and assessment of unauthorized access, including both human

and electronic surveillance measures;

Enclosure 5
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Documented liaison and timely communication with a designated
response force or local law enforcement agency.

o However, some facilities,[such as the Humboldt Bay 1SFSIl store spent fuel that
was discharged from their reactors many years ago. VVith the passage of time,
the radiation level of these materials has decreased to below the incapacitation
threshold of 100 rem per hour at 3 feet.

u The quantity of plutonium generated in a single fuel assembly can easily exceed
the quantity limit for Category I SNM (2 kilograms of plutonium). For example, a
typical pressurized water reactor (PWR) spent fuel assembly with a burnup of
30,000 megawatt-days per metric ton could have a nominal content of
4 kilograms to 5 kilograms of plutonium - well in excess of the 2-kilogram
Category I threshold limit. Depending on the design, a single dry storage cask
can store 21 to 37 PWR fuel assemblies or 52 to 87 boiling water reactor
assemblies.

o Consequently, a strict application of the NRC's current material categorization
structure would argue for protection of such old spent fuel as Category I SNM.

• Potential Impacts

o As the nuclear industry continues to operate, the oldest spent fuel will gradually
approach levels of radiation below the incapacitation threshold.
Even though old spent fuel contains significant quantities of weapons-grade
plutonium, intuitively we know that it does not require a Category I level of
physical protection.

o A more risk-based material categorization scheme that includes attractiveness
levels would allow the staff to appropriately consider the risks associated with
this old spent fuel and would provide a defensible means to explain and justify
the associated levels of physical protection.

o In a revised material categorization scheme, the staff anticipates that there will
be several significant new considerations that will mitigate the above
characterization of spent fuel:

* weight percent of uranium-235, uranium-233 or plutonium versus the
overall weight of the material form (which usually contains more than just
uranium or plutonium)

* degree of separability of the uranium or plutonium from other materials
* degree of processing or fabrication of the material necessary to complete

a malevolent act-
o The staff expects that old spent fuel with radiation levels falling below the

incapacitation threshold will be characterized as Attractiveness Level C
("Low-Grade") material, due to the plutonium being between 1 percent and
20 percent of the weight of each fuel cask. Depending on the quantity of
plutonium in the fuel, the material will require either a Category Ii or Ill level of
physical protection under the new categorization scheme.
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Spent Fuel at Other Facilities
Current Material Categorization and associated Security Requirements

o Although most of the Nation's spent nuclear fuel resides in operating power
reactors, research and test reactors, or ISFSIs, some also resides in other
research facilities, decommissioned facilities, or facilities undergoing
decommissioning.

o Some of the spent fuel in these facilities has been in storage for some time
awaiting final dispz ition of the fuel and decommissioning of the facility.

o Forexample, the b 7 F
facilities maintain'ot cell" facilities that have been used in the past to test spent
fuel. After testing is complete, the spent fuel is moved to an underground
"bunker-type" storage facility on the same site.

o The bunker storage of this spent fuel was initially designed to protect workers
and the public from the high levels of radiation associated with the fuel, rather
than to prevent theft of the material because the fuel was "self-protecting."

o Additional security measures have been imposed on these locations over time
through the licensing process.

o Under the current cate.orization scheme, this fuej(b)(7)(F)
(b)(7)(F) no longer meets the criteria for spent Tuel, since it no
longer exceeds the iri pacitation threshold,

o Although the staff feels it has applied appropriate security requirements through
license exemptions, the current categorization scheme lacks sufficient detail for
the staff to accurately gauge the risks associated with these forms of material.

* Potential Impacts

o A more risk-based material categorization scheme that includes attractiveness
levels would allow the staff to appropriately consider the risks associated with
this old spent fuel and would provide a defensible means to explain and justify
the levels of physical protection.

o In a revised material categorization scheme, the staff anticipates that there will
be several significant new considerations that will mitigate the above
characterization of spent fuel:

M weight percent of uranium-233, uranium-235 or plutonium versus the
overall weight of the fuel assembly

0 degree of separability of the uranium or plutonium from other materials
W degree of processing or fabrication of the material necessary to complete

a malevolent act.
* The staff expects that old spent fuel with radiation levels exceeding the

incapacitation threshold will require a Category II or III level of physical protection.
under the new categorization scheme.
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Low-Level Waste (LLW) Disposal Facilities

Current Material Cateqorization and Associated Security Requirements -

" LLW disposal occurs at commercially-operated disposal facilities that must be licensed
by either the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or Agreement States. The
three active, licensed LLW disposal facilities are located in Agreement States. Some
low activity LLW may also be disposed of at unlicensed facilities, such as Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act Subtitle C disposal facilities, under Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Section 20.2002. Low-level radioactive wastes include
those containing source, special nuclear material (SNM), or byproduct material that are
acceptable for disposal in a land disposal facility.

* LLW disposal facilities primarily accept LLW with small concentrations of radioactive
material, including SNM, that are generated after a facility shuts down permanently and
needs to remove a large bulk of contaminated material - such as contaminated soil or
debris from demolished buildings - in preparation for license termination.

" Part 150 of 10 CFR provides that any Agreement State-licensed disposal facility may
only receive quantities not sufficient to form a critical mass (uranium-235 in quantities
not exceeding 350 grams; uranium-233 and plutonium in quantities not exceeding 200
grams). Above these limits, a NRC license is required in addition to the State license.

* With over two million cubic feet of LLW being buried each year, some disposal facilities
quickly reach the critical mass limits for receipt and possession of SNM above ground,
even though the SNM exists only in small concentrations. Although SNM is generally
considered commercially valuable, the extraction of these small quantities of SNM from
waste is not considered cost-effective.

* Though staff has granted exemptions from security requirements at disposal facilities
possessing greater than critical mass quantities of SNM above ground, absent these
exemptions, such facilities would need to provide protection in accordance with the
NRC's current categorization scheme, including protection up to very robust and costly
Category I physical protection, because the current categorization table does not
recognize any difference in risk between a Category I quantity. of pure high enriched
uranium (HEU) metal and a Category I quantity of HEU particles distributed evenly in
thousands of tons of dirt and debris.

* Recognizing that industry could safely and economically manage waste containing SNM
in small concentrations, the Commission, under 10 CFR Section 70.17(a),. has granted
several exemptions that allow LLW disposal sites to manage over a Category I quantity
of SNM above ground, provided that the SNM is distributed evenly, below certain
concentrations, and a certain minimal level of security is maintained.
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" The staff has determined that the current SNM concentration limits and other conditions,
used at two LLW facilities are sufficiently conservative to .afely and securely manage
Category I quantities of SNM in very low concentrationsri-lowever, the staff lacks a
well-researched.,regulatory basis regarding the risk assocTated with these
concentrations.

" Additionally, as the commercial nuclear fuel cycle evolves, possibly to include recycling,
the diversity of the types, forms, and quantities of waste materials is expected to
increase. The current categorization scheme lacks sufficient detail for the staff to
accurately gauge the risks associated with these new forms of waste material.

Potential Impacts

* In a revised material categorization scheme, the staff anticipates that there will be
several significant considerations that will affect the categorization of material at LLW
disposal sites:

o weight percent (i.e., dilution) of uranium or plutonium versus the overall weight of
the material form (which usually contains more than just HEU or plutonium);

o degree of separability of the uranium or plutonium from other materials;
o state of the material (i.e. liquid, powder, solid metal, etc.) and corresponding level

of processing or fabrication necessary to complete a malevolent act.

" A revised categorization scheme that includes attractiveness would allow the staff to
more accurately assess the risks associated with waste material containing SNM and
develop a sound regulatory basis for setting safe SNM concentration limits at these
disposal sites.

* The additional considerations will allow sufficient regulatory clarity that licensees will be
able to consider risk associated with security and economic risks to make safe, secure
and sound business decisions regarding disposal of SNM.



Special Nuclear Material (SNIVI) at Nuclear Power Reactors

Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements
" There is rarely a Category I quantity of fresh reactor fuel at a nuclear power reactor.

Nevertheless, power reactors are protected with similar, although not identical,
measures to Category I fuel-cycle facilities due to the severe consequences of
radiological sabotage of the reactor.

" The spent fuel from power reactors (discussed in a separate Attachment) is considered
Category Ill.

Potential Impacts
* The categorization table is applicable only to the threat of unauthorized removal of SNM

for use in an improvised nuclear device.

" Due to the location, lack of portability, and low levels of enrichment of the SNM at a
nuclear power plant, unauthorized removal of the SNM is a highly unlikely adversary act.

" Nuclear power reactors are thus protected in accordance with the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Design Basis Threat for Radiological Sabotage.

'o Accordingly, staff does not anticipate that revising the categorization table to consider
material attractiveness will impact the current physical protection being afforded nuclear
power reactors.
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Special Nuclear Material (SNM) at Category I Fuel Cycle Facilities

Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements
" The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) currently licenses two Category I fuel

cycle facilities that principally provide highly enriched uranium (HEU) products to the
United States Navy. Additionally, a Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility is currently
being constructed at the Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina.

" As the commercial nuclear fuel cycle evolves, possibly to include reprocessing, the
number of Category I facilities is expected to increase, as is the diversity of the types,
forms, and quantities of materials held by NRC licensees. There are many different
forms and quantities of Category I SNM representing a wide range of risks. The NRC's
current approach does not distinguish between forms of a given quantity and enrichment
of SNM =even though an adversary could use some material forms more readily than
others.') For example, an adversary can use uranium-235 metal directly in the assembly
of an IND, whereas the plutonium and uranium encased in spermtfuel would need to
undergo some processing before it was useful to an adversary.

" Within the current categorization scheme, Category I materials are considered the
highest risk for unauthorized removal and construction of an improvised nuclear device
(IND). Thus, for facilities using and storing these materials, the NRC imposes its most
stringent security requirements, including requirements for a large, well-armed guard
force, and multiple layers of delay and access controls such as the Protected Areas,
Material Access Areas (MAAs), and vaults.

Currently, the only criteria used to determine .if a material is Category I SNM are:
1) quantity of plutonium or uranium (in grams) and 2) enrichment of the material in the
uranium-235 isotope. No additional levels of risk are recognized within the current NRC
definition of Category I material - all Category I nuclear material is protected at the same
level.

Potential Impacts
* In a revised material categorization scheme, the staff anticipates that there will be

several significant new considerations that will affect the categorization of material that is
currently considered Category 1:

o weight percent of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium versus the overall
weight of the material form (which usually contains more than just HEU or
plutonium);

o degree of separability of the uranium or plutonium from other materials;
o state of the material (i.e., liquid, powder, solid metal, etc.) and corresponding

level of processing or fabrication necessary to complete a malevolent act.
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Current and future Category 1 facilities are large industrial processing facilities containing
not only many different forms and quantities of SNM in storage and in process but also
other non-SNM material used in different parts of the processes. Typically, material
representing the highest risk t((.e., solid metal HEUSIs located in a few discrete locations.

* The additional considerations will allow the licensees to apply a more risk-based graded
approach to physical protection of their SNM by concentrating the highest-level security
requirements in those locations containing the highest risk material,

* Future Category I facilities will be able to take the most advantage of this by "building
security in" to the design of the facility and minimizing not only the location of those
highest-risk materials but also by minimizing those materials in process. Future spent
fuel recycling facilities, for example, would have a great incentive to avoid separating out
plutonium from other materials in the spent fuel during reprocessing.

* Licensees may choose to locate operations that process or store lower than Category I
quantities outside of the MAAs'fresulting in significant cost savings,"Some examples of
these operations are analyticaýlaboratories and materials/process engineering test
facilities.



Special Nuclear Material (SNM) at Category III Facilities

Current Material Categorization and Associated Security Requirements
" The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) currently licenses a variety of facilities

using and/or storing Category III quantities of SNM.

" Currently, the only criteria used to determine the Category of SNM are: 1) amount of
plutonium or uranium (in grams), and 2) enrichment of the material in the uranium-235
isotope.

" A quantity of plutonium is considered Category III if it is more than 15 grams, but less
than 500 grams.

" A quantity of unirradiated uranium-235 is considered Category Ill if:

o It is enriched to 20 percent uranium-235, and is more than 15 grams, but less
than 1,000 grams; or

o It is enriched to between 10 percent and 20 percent uranium-235, and is more
than 1,000 grams but less than 5,000 grams; or

o It is enriched above natural but less than 10 percent uranium-235, and is more
than 10,000 grams.

" A quantity of U-233 is considered Category IIl if it is more than 15 grams, but less than
500 grams.

" Within the current categorization scheme, Category III materials are considered the
lowest risk for unauthorized removal and construction of an improvised nuclear
device (IND). Thus, for facilities using and storing these materials, the NRC only
requires basic security measures such as detection and assessment, controlled access,
notifications of unauthorized removal of material, and response by offsite response
forces.

Potential Impacts
* Revising the material categorization scheme to consider material attractiveness is

unlikely to result in significant changes in physical protection requirements with respect.
to the threat of theft of the material for construction of an IND.
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